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I am catholic please call a priest

Metal: Sterling Silver Metal Purity: 0.925 (Solid Real Siver) Weight: 1.6 grams Long: 3/4 Plus Width Of Bail: 11/16 Thickness: 0.9 mm Bail Fits: 2.2 mm Comes With: Gift Box This Product has not received any more reviews. Be the first to review this product! You can return most new items that are not opened within 30
days of childer service for a full refund. We will also pay for shipping costs if the returns are the result of our errors (you receive incorrect or damaged items, etc.). You should expect to receive your refund within four weeks to give your package to the sender back, however, in many cases you will receive a refund faster.
This time period includes transit times for us to receive your return from shippers (5 to 10 business days), the time required to process your return once we receive it (3 to 5 business days), and the time your bank needs to process our refund request (5 to 10 business days). If you need to return an item, simply log in to
your account, view the order using the Complete Orders link under the My Account menu and click the Items Back button. We will notify you via email about your refund once we receive and process the returned items. We can send to almost any address in the world. Note that there are restrictions on some products,
and some products cannot be shipped to international destinations. When you place an order, we will estimate the delivery and delivery date for you based on the availability of your item and the shipping option you choose. Depending on the shipping provider you selected, the estimated delivery date may appear on the
shipping quote page. Please note that shipping rates for many of the items we sell are heavy-based. The weight of any of those items can be found on the details page. To reflect the policies of the shipping companies we use, all weight will be rounded backed up to the next full pound. Images that are not available
forColor: There are many Catholic symbols that we can use in our daily lives to remind us of our faith. Some have chosen to wear religious items for this purpose and one of the most popular examples is the four-way medal and a five-way medal. These devotion medals are a wonderful return of our devotion to God. Let's
take a look at the history and meaning of this religious medal so that we can better appreciate their interests in our spiritual journey here on earth. Four-Way Medal or sometimes called a Five-Way Medal four significant medals to our Catholic Faith. The Four-Way Medal often comes in the form of a cruciform (cross
shape) but there are variations such as diamond shape or round shape. When we look closely at the medal, we see four (or five) famous Catholic symbols that capture the different elements of our faith. Here's the meaning of each symbol:The Holy Heart Image of Jesus shows Jesus pointing to exposed hearts crowned
with thorn crowns. This is a reminder of the great sacrifices made by Christ for us and the incomparable love. Another image depicts St. Joseph holding the baby Jesus and lily. As the adoptive father of our rescue, St. Joseph's image represents care and protection. Lily he held on the other side is a symbol of purity and
righteousy. The right side of the cruciform depicts St. Christopher moving through the flow of water flowing with the baby Jesus tied to his back. This medal has three important meanings. First, as Christians, we must always bring the teachings of Jesus with us wherever we go and whatever we do. Secondly, we are
called enough to provide assistance to those in need. Lastly, we can ask st. Christopher can intercept for us if we are going to embark on a long journey. At the bottom of the cruciform we will see a magical medal. The medal is symbolic of the prophecy of the earliest Bible of Jewish messiah and depicts the Holy Mother
standing on top of the world crushing the snake's underfoot. There are many meanings attached to this imageion. First, Mary represents the origins of Jesus. Secondly, the world under it represents the king of Jesus around the world. Finally, the crushed snake reminds us how Jesus conquered evil. The cruciform center
depicts a dove. Dove is a popular symbol of the Holy Spirit and baptism. The back of a four-way medal is often written with a phrase, I am a Catholic, please call an imam. This is a way to tell others to call an imam if the wearer is involved in an emergency. There is an image of Our Lady of Mount Carmel at the top of the
back. When compared to the Holy Heart on the front, this makes this medal a Scapular Medal as well. At the bottom of the back, there is an image of a Magic symbol that includes:Religious medals are usually made of oval-shaped, round or cross-shaped metal material advertisements. They usually describe religious
images such as the image of our Lord, the Holy Mother or the sacred person. These medals can also commemorate religious sites such as temples, spiritual events in a person's life such as the first communist or significant historical events such as the utilisation of the Holy Mother. We usually wear religious pendants
around our necks or attach them to the drain or lock so we can take them wherever we go. Medals are technically considered sacraments or sacred symbols that bear similarities to sacraments. They symbolize the effects, especially the spiritual effects, made possible through interceptions of the Church. The adoption of
religious medals has been practised for a long time by those who are part of the Catholic Faith. Archaeologists have found medals made in the century which contains images of St. Peter and St. Paul and another depicting St. Lawrence Lawrence that may have been made in the 4th century. The tradition of wearing
Religious Jewelry may have been a way for early Christians to Christians a popular pagan practice of wearing magic or talisman as a means of protection. Rather than banning this magical use, early Christians replaced it with religious medals and eliminated the roots of pagans and magical associations. St. Zeno of
Verona noted the popular tradition of giving religious wreaths to newly baptised Christians as a way to mark their baptism and acceptance into the church. A story about St. Genevieve's life also recounts how St. Germain laid impressionable with the cross sign around his neck, a reminder of his vocals of chase. In the
Middle Ages, medals were given to pilgrims visiting religious sites such as St. Peter's Basilica in Rome. During the 13th century until the French Revolution, jeton became popular. This type of medal is characterized by the beginning of the wearer marked on one side while the other side contains angry adages such as
Love God and Praise Hail Mary, The Mother of God. In the 16th century, Pope St. Pius V began to bless religious medals and attached a collection of enthusiasm to them. This began the use of religious and pendant medals as we know them today. One of the most popular religious medals is the unique Four-Way Medal
to incorporate four separate medals into one, hedes the name. Are you wearing a religious wreath? What is the importance of your medal to your Catholic Faith? The Classic Five-Way Men's Medal with dove Center5 star reviews: The perfect design and style on this five-way medal. My husband really likes to wear it. Red
Enamel Four Way Cross Sterling Silver Pendant5 star review: My daughter loves it and it looks great at her. 5-star review: just really beautiful! Thank you very much for the excellent product and on time delivery! :)  View Medal Four &amp; Five Ways Here Find Our Catholic Faith Store Products Directly to your inbox (58
results, with Ad Sellers looking to expand their business and reach more interested buyers can use Etsy's advertising platform to promote their goods. You'll see ad results based on factors such as relevance and how many sellers pay per click. learn more. ) Size: 7/8. Back says, I am a Catholic please call an imam.
Medal only, the neck is not included. The proposed neck is No. 296.  The product has not received any reviews yet. Be the first to review this product! Write Review
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